
AIM OF THE GAME
DRIVEN GAME SHOOTING IN BRITAIN TODAY



Game shoots around England are in a unique position to help
maintain a diverse countryside where shooting and conservation
work hand in hand. Slowing the decline of farmland birds is a
prime example of this. Well planned game cover strips, field
margins and hedgerows can not only benefit game but also
provide food and shelter for many other bird species such as the
twite in the Pennines and the tree sparrow and corn bunting in

lowland England. Projects in Cheshire, Dorset and Somerset, under the BASC’s ‘Green Shoots’
biodiversity programme, have shown how linking shoot management with landscape scale
conservation initiatives can bring even greater benefits to wildlife under increasing pressure to
adapt to climate change and other challenges. The game shooters’ intimate knowledge of ‘their
patch’ can also lead to the discovery of previously unknown populations of rare or threatened
species as recent new records in Cheshire of dormice, barn owls and water vole bear witness.
These are just some of the examples of where we can deliver more for our biodiversity and
landscape. So much can be gained when we harness our collective knowledge and passion for
the countryside.

Dr Helen Phillips
Chief Executive,
Natural England
25 March 2011
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INTRODUCTION

D
riven game shooting has become increasingly

popular in recent decades. It is an accessible

sport, enjoyed by many thousands of people

from all walks of life. It provides huge benefits to the

environment and a significant contribution to local

economies.

This booklet has been produced by the British

Association for Shooting and Conservation, which is

the representative body for country shooting, to

explain how driven game shooting is currently

conducted; how the highest standards of husbandry

and sportsmanship are fostered, and how self-

government combines with a strict legal framework

to produce levels of safety which are the envy of the

world.
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When muzzle-loading guns were

the order of the day most game

shooting was undertaken by a

small group of sportsmen walking through

the countryside with dogs and taking a

pot shot at whatever presented itself. The

slowness of loading made this a fairly

leisurely sport, it was principally intended

to provide something for the table and

large bags were impossible.

All that changed with the advent of the

breech-loading shotgun, firing complete,

ready-made cartridges. The rate of fire

was hugely increased - a modern shotgun

can fire 20 cartridges in the time it takes

to charge a muzzle-loader for a single

shot 

As a result the second half of the

nineteenth century saw a revolution in

shooting. Formerly the sport of country

squires it now became the passion of

great landowners.  Driven shooting

emerged, in which those shooting –

known as Guns – were lined out below a

wood and the birds flushed over them in

great numbers. 

To achieve this the wild stock was

supplemented by increasing numbers of

birds reared and released by

gamekeepers, and at the turn of the

century grandees like the Marquis of

Ripon could shoot hundreds of partridge

in a day.

But those days did not last. The social

and political upheavals of two world wars

saw dramatic changes in the ownership of

land and game shooting is no longer the

preserve of a landed elite. 

One thing has not changed; the

indelible mark which shooting left on the

face of the countryside. Much of our most

treasured landscape was produced for a

single purpose – to provide better hunting

and shooting.  Most of the small woods

and copses which ornament so much of

rural England were planted, and continue

to be maintained, to provide cover for

game.

Today, in a typical county such as

Cheshire, at least a third of the land area

is managed for shooting.  

A few of the shoots will be grand affairs,

managed for the landowner’s personal

enjoyment or letting days to visiting Guns.

But far more typical is the syndicate shoot

where members rent the sporting rights

over land and manage the shooting

themselves. This can range from the

group of professionals and businessmen

who might employ a gamekeeper and

expect a total bag of 200 to 300 birds a

day, to the DIY syndicate who shoot over

a local farm, do all their own gamekeeping

and consider it a red-letter day if they get

50 birds between them.

While a large commercial shoot ,

covering thousands of acres, might shoot

once a week or more on different ground,

a typical small syndicate might only shoot

once a fortnight, or less, during the

season.  The shooting seasons are laid

down in law for each game species and

stretch through the autumn and winter. 

Shooting is a living heritage which

combines a love of the countryside with

practical measures to preserve its beauty

and its wildlife.  The celebrated

conservationist Prof David Bellamy

pointed out that, if you want to know

where people are shooting, you need only

look out of the window of an aircraft as

you fly over the British countryside.

Wherever you see small fields, hedgerows

and woodland, ponds and wild corners,

that is where shooting flourishes.

WHAT IS GAME
SHOOTING?
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Why shoot game birds, when you

could buy oven-ready pheasant

at a supermarket?

Look at it another way. Why go to a

premiership football match when you

could see all the goals in ten-minutes of

edited highlights on TV? Or why eat at a

Michelin starred restaurant when you

could get all the nutrition you need from a

handful of pills?

Shooting is not just about killing things.

In fact the number of birds bagged is

never a measure of the quality of a

shooting day. The appeal of the sport lies

in a cocktail of experience and emotion –

the thrill of the hunt, the beauty of the

countryside and its rich wildlife, the good

company of friends, physical exercise, the

test of skill, the joy of the working

gundogs and the deep satisfaction of

providing one's own food for the table.

From man’s earliest forebears, two

million years ago, survival depended on

our hunting skills to provide food. We are

hard-wired to hunt and in shooting we tap

directly into an evolutionary imperative,

learning a deeper respect for the natural

world, earning what we eat and

understanding that our food is not simply

a clingfilm-wrapped commodity. 

For many who live and work in the town

shooting provides a unique re-

engagement with nature and the

countryside.  And today there are no

barriers of class, age or gender, though

this was not always so.

Once game shooting was the preserve

of the landed gentry. The first game laws,

introduced in 1671, stated that only a

gentleman with an income of more than

£100 could take game. The Game

Licence, which was required by all who

shot game, was introduced in 1831 and it

then cost the equivalent of £1,600. It was

specifically introduced to exclude any but

the wealthiest from the shooting field.

When it was scrapped, in recent years, it

cost £6.

Of course there are still shoots on large

estates, but many more stretch over just

one or two farms. People of all social

backgrounds mix and all levels of income

are represented.  Well over a half of

BASC’s 130,000 members spend less

than £1,000 a year on shooting.

An increasing number of women have

taken up the sport and lady Guns are now

commonplace.  Driven shooting is also

one of the few sports open to many

disabled people.  

For most people access to driven game

shooting is through membership of a

syndicate. The subscription will depend

on the size of the shoot, both in terms of

area and the number of birds put down.

This can vary from as little as £200 to

several thousand pounds. Many shoots

will offer what is known as a half-gun,

which entitles the member to shoot on

half the driven days – this is a big benefit

to those with limited time or funds.

There are also let days when an

individual or group of Guns can pay for a

day’s shooting. This may be on a shoot

which lets a few days to defray its costs

or a shoot which is run purely as a

commercial enterprise. Because of the

heavy costs involved in maintaining

moorland, most grouse shooting is run in

this way

Guns will normally be charged a fixed

amount for each bird shot – typically

between £25 and £35. For grouse this

could rise to £80. The Guns will decide

how much they want to pay and then

book accordingly for a 100, 200 or 300-

bird day.

Provided you have a legally held

shotgun there is no barrier to your

participation in the sport.  The rigid

firearms  licensing procedures help ensure

that only suitable people own guns and

beyond that the shooters’ own strict

safety code ensures that game shooting is

one of the country’s safest sports.

If you have a careless shooter it is his

companions, standing next to him, who

are most at risk. It therefore follows that

unsafe shots are not tolerated and nobody

who shoots dangerously will be accepted

on a shoot.

AN INCREASING
NUMBER OF WOMEN
HAVE TAKEN UP THE
SPORT AND LADY
GUNS ARE NOW
COMMONPLACE.

WHY
SHOOT

GAME
BIRDS?
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PheasanT

according to tradition the pheasant

was introduced to the British Isles by

the Romans. Originally a bird of marshy

areas and rushes it has adapted well to

our landscape and is generally found on

the edges of open woodland, and where

hedgerows offer shelter and grain crops

provide food.

The pheasant is a large bird; the cock

weighs around 2lb and the hen about

11⁄2lb. Its diet mostly consists of seeds,

berries and insects and it feeds and nests

on the ground.

Although there is a wild population of

pheasants the majority of birds are reared

and released. According to the Game and

Wildlife Conservation Trust1 it is estimated

that at the start of the shooting season

there are around eight million wild-bred

birds, while a further 20 million are

released.

ABOVE: COCK (MALE) PHEASANTS HAVE
QUITE DIFFERENT PLUMAGE TO HEN
(FEMALE) BIRDS, BELOW.

Today the pheasant is the principal

quarry for driven game shoots. A hundred

years ago only 15% of the bag was made

up of pheasants, but now it is well over

50%.

The shooting season runs from October

1 to February 1, however the birds should

not be shot until they are well feathered,

strong on the wing and fully adapted to

the wild. In practice this means that many

pheasant shoots do not start until

November.

WHAT IS GAME?

The simplest definition of game would

be, any bird or animal covered by the

Game Acts.  Unfortunately this

extraordinarily complex set of laws, dating

from 1831, is deeply confusing, and while

some obvious game species are omitted,

other non-game species are included.

Sometimes rabbits are classed as game, at

other times they are not. Deer, which would

generally be considered to be game have their

own set of completely different laws.

In fact today when we are talking about

game shooting we really mean the pursuit of

pheasant, partridge and grouse. It is on those

three species that this booklet concentrates.

MANY SHOOTS ARE ACTIVELY WORKING TO
INCREASE THE NUMBER OF GREY PARTRIDGE.
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ParTridge

The red-legged (or French) partridge

was introduced to England in the 18th

century as a sporting quarry species.

Nowadays about two million are released

every year.

The red-leg is native to France, Spain

and Portugal, and prefers a dry habitat

and hot summers. This has severely

limited its natural breeding in the UK, but

it has been successful in East Anglia, and

the national population is estimated at

between 90,000 and 250,000 pairs. 

It has become increasingly important as

a game species because it matures earlier

than pheasants and its season opens a

month earlier – on 1 September  and

closes on  1 February  in England,

Scotland and Wales and 31 January in

Northern Ireland.  This gives the

opportunity to begin shooting in the early

autumn and relieves pressure on

pheasants in the early season. Most

driven partridge shooting ends by the

start of December, though the odd bird

will be shot throughout the season as they

are part of a pheasant drive.

Partridge are a medium sized bird,

weighing about 1 lb and are considered

by many to have the finest flavour of all

game birds.

The grey partridge is native to the

British Isles and flourished in the

traditional farming practices of the 18th

and 19th centuries. Historically it was the

most popular sporting quarry and around

two million birds were shot every season.

However new farming practices

introduced in the 1950s saw a dramatic

decline in partridge numbers. The loss of

hedgerows coupled with extensive use of

chemical sprays and changing patterns of

cultivation are estimated to have reduced

the population by 80% in just 40 years.

This trend was reinforced by the declining

number of gamekeepers and a

subsequent increase in predators. The

grey partridge population is estimated to

be around 75,000 breeding pairs; this is

low enough for it to be considered a

threatened species and it is a key concern

of the UK biodiversity action plan to

increase their numbers. 

There are a few wild partridge shoots

where careful management has ensured a

sustainable population. On some other

shoots grey partridge are reared and

released, but in general today very few

greys are shot. In Northern Ireland there

are no wild grey partridges and all those

which are shot have been released.

redgrouse

The red grouse is the only bird unique

to the British Isles; it is found nowhere

else in the world. Living exclusively on

heather moorland, its range is confined to

the Scottish Highlands, the uplands of

northern England and Wales, and one or

two places in the West Country and

Northern Ireland. The shooting season

famously starts on “the Glorious Twelfth”

of August and closes in December. 

Since the bird’s population relates

directly to a specific and fragile habitat its

numbers are largely controlled by the way

moorland is managed. In the past

shooting rents have been sufficiently high

to sustain large areas of moorland.

However, since the Second World War,

over-grazing by sheep and planting for

forestry have resulted in the loss of almost

a third of Britain’s heather moorland, and

according to the Game and Wildlife

Conservation Trust1 the number of grouse

shot between 1911 and 1982 fell by 82%.

They estimate that the current population

is about 250,000 breeding pairs.

All the grouse shot in the UK are

naturally bred, wild birds. In practice

rearing and releasing them is virtually

impossible.

THE RED GROUSE
LIVES EXCLUSIVELY

ON HEATHER
MOORLAND.

1. A Question of Balance

THE RED-LEGGED PARTRIDGE WAS
INTRODUCED AS A SPORTING QUARRY
SPECIES IN THE 18TH CENTURY.



HOW IS A DRIVEN DAY’S
SHOOTING ORGANISED?

MOST DRIVEN GAME

SHOOTING TAKES PLACE

ON LAND SPECIFICALLY

MANAGED TO PROVIDE

THE BEST SPORT.
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ILLUSTRATION SHOWING A BIRD’S EYE VIEW OF A TYPICAL PHEASANT DRIVE WITH BEATERS IN THE BACKGROUND. THE BIRDS WILL FLY HIGH,

FAST AND CURLING FOR CHALLENGING AND UNPREDICTABLE SPORT. PICKERS-UP WITH GUNDOGS MARK THE FALLEN GAME.

in each day’s shooting there will be a

number of ‘drives.’ For each drive the

Guns (shooters who are taking part)

will be lined out in fixed positions, known

as pegs or, on a grouse moor, butts;

beaters are employed to drive the birds

over the Guns. Behind the line pickers-up

are stationed with gundogs to retrieve the

shot game.

That sounds very simple; in practice, of

course, it isn’t.  A wild bird can fly in any

direction, it can wander far from the place

where you expect to flush it, it may fly too

low to be safely shot or it may decide never

to leave the ground at all. This is where the

skill of the gamekeeper comes in.

The gamekeeper is generally in charge

of the day. Although the shoot captain, or

manager, may be the overall boss, the

gamekeeper will decide which drives are

to be shot, where the Guns will stand and

how the beaters will operate. It is his skill

in ensuring that the birds are in the right

area, placing the beaters and predicting

the way the birds will fly that determines

the success of the day.
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TheLieofTheLand

Most driven game shooting takes

place on land that has been

specifically managed to provide the best

sport.  

On the classic pheasant drive you will

have two woods, or coverts, on facing

sides of a valley. One wood will contain

the release pen, which the birds think of

as home, the other wood is where they

forage for food.  (This will be explained in

greater detail on page 14)  The Guns are

lined out in the valley bottom. The beaters

disturb the birds in the areas where they

are fed, so they naturally fly back to their

home ground, over the line of waiting

Guns. This is the essence of a drive –

intercepting the pheasants as they return

to their home wood.

The need to provide such woods has

had a huge impact on the English

countryside. The small hillside woods,

which are so much a feature of our

landscape exist solely for sporting

purposes. 

But inevitably there are

complications. Birds will

seldom willingly fly into

bright sun or a strong wind,

sometimes they are reluctant

to leave the wood where

they are feeding and will fly

back into it.  A predator may

have passed through the

wood and disturbed the

birds, or warm sunshine may

have encouraged them out

into the fields to feed.

All these factors must be

dealt with by the

gamekeeper and his plan will

be adjusted on the day to

meet whatever problems

arise. Today most keepers

rely on two aids – the whistle

and the radio. The whistle signifies the

beginning of the drive, when Guns may

begin to shoot, and the end, when all

shooting is forbidden.

By using a short-range radio the keeper

can talk to the shoot captain, who is in

charge of the Guns once they are on their

pegs, to any assistant  gamekeepers he

may have, the head picker-up and also to

key members of the beating line. 

TheTYPiCaLPheasanTor
ParTridgedrive

on a typical shooting day there will be

between five and ten drives. The

duration of the drive, and the number of

birds shot, will depend on the size of the

covert and the quantity of birds which

were released in the summer.

Normally eight Guns will be shooting,

though this may be increased to ten Guns

on a big shoot.  Each Gun has a number

and will stand at the appropriate peg,

which will generally be 30 or 40 yards

from the Guns on either side. Once at the

peg he will remove his shotgun from it’s

protective slip and load it, but the gun will

not be closed – so that it can be fired –

until the gamekeeper gives a signal.  It is a

strict rule that loaded guns must be

pointed at the ground, or vertically into the

sky. The safety catch is only released as a

shot is about to be taken.

The Gun is then free to shoot any birds

coming directly over him, or to either side,

provided they are closer to him than to his

neighbour. However he must always see

clear sky behind the bird to ensure that it

is a safe shot. To shoot at a low bird is not

only considered unsporting but is

potentially dangerous.

The gamekeeper’s whistle signals the

end of the drive when all shotguns must

be emptied of cartridges and returned to

their gunslips. The Guns are then

expected to collect empty cartridge cases

for proper disposal and to pick up any

dead birds and place them neatly to be

picked up by the game cart.

Thegrousedrive

agrouse drive is also managed to

ensure that the birds fly within range

of the Guns but there are some

fundamental differences. 

All grouse are wild-bred, so while other

gamebirds may be concentrated in a

wood or nearby area of cover, grouse are

widely scattered over a large area of

moorland. For each drive, therefore, the

beaters have to cover a wide geographical

area, and the behaviour of the birds is far

less predictable.

This demands considerable skills of

organisation and fieldcraft from the

gamekeeper. The drives will take longer to

accomplish and the numbers of birds shot

will generally be lower. 

BEATERS AND
PICKERS UP
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THE TEAM BEHIND

THE SCENES

ThegaMekeePer

Large driven shoots will employ one or

more gamekeepers. On smaller shoots

the gamekeeping may be undertaken by

one or more members of the shoot,

sometimes this will be done in lieu of a

subscription to the syndicate or it may be

done on a purely voluntary basis, often by

a shoot member who is retired.

Currently there are about 3,500 full-time

gamekeepers and a considerably larger

number of part-time and amateur keepers.

The gamekeeper’s job is to ensure that

there are sufficient birds to sustain the

shoot and to organise the practical details

on shooting days. The full extent of his

duties will become clear in the following

pages.

Historically the craft was learnt through

a long apprenticeship and gamekeeping

often ran in the family. Even today there

are many third or fourth generation

gamekeepers.

However the role has changed

dramatically and is beset with laws and

regulations quite unknown before the

Second World War.

Today the gamekeeper is essentially a

wildlife manager – more than half of the

gamekeepers belonging to BASC manage

land that is designated for conservation,

such as a Site of Special Scientific Interest

or Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty.

Most young keepers now attend full-

time or day-release courses at agricultural

colleges and are expected to hold an NVQ

in the subject.

THE BEATING TEAM
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ThebeaTers

The beaters’ role is to flush the birds to

the Guns. At the edge of the covert

they will form one or two lines, depending

on how it is being driven and then walk

forward slowly, tapping with a stick or

calling quietly, to flush the birds without

panicking them.  The aim of the beaters is

to provide a steady stream of birds over

the Guns, rather than one huge flush.

Some beaters will be placed beside a

gate or hedge-gap, tapping their stick to

discourage the birds from running

through, or from flying in the wrong

direction.

Other beaters may be placed

strategically to wave large flags, again to

drive the birds in a particular direction,

and also to prevent them from flying too

low to be safely shot. 

The number of beaters varies

immensely from shoot to shoot, though

you would rarely encounter fewer than a

dozen. They will often work dogs,  usually

spaniels, in the denser undergrowth, but

these dogs must be under strict control –

one of them running amok could ruin an

entire drive.

For many people beating is almost a

sport in its own right. Beaters were

traditionally drawn from the village

labourers and their children but today you

will find people of all backgrounds

enjoying access to beautiful countryside,

healthy exercise and legendary

camaraderie.

For many it is a unique opportunity to be

close to nature and part of real rural life. It

also offers a free lunch and a modest

payment, which has been a boon to

young people in the countryside for

generations. And quite a few older

members of the rural community find it a

useful way to supplement their pension

and enjoy the company of friends.

PiCkers-uP

in one sense the pickers-up are the

most important people on the shoot. It

is their job to ensure that everything that is

shot is retrieved. That no dead birds are

wasted and that no wounded birds are left

behind. They are a lynch-pin in ensuring

that the shoot is both economic and

humane.

A picker-up will have one or two dogs -

very occasionally more – and stands

behind the Guns on each drive. It is

usually recommended that there should

be one picker-up for each Gun.

They will identify birds that have been

hit, mark where they have fallen and send

the dog to retrieve them. They will then

‘sweep up’ by covering the area with the

dog, just to make sure that nothing

unnoticed has been left behind. When a

picker-up is satisfied that there is nothing

remaining to be picked they will go and

help their colleagues who are still working

their dogs, so there may be several dogs

looking for a bird that is particularly hard

to find. The pickers-up should not move

on to the next drive until they have

accounted for all the birds that are known

to be down.  

Training and working dogs is a highly

skilled and demanding art. It is very much

a sport in its own right and many pickers-

up have little interest themselves in

actually shooting.

The dogs simply live for their work, and

to see a good dog making a difficult

retrieve is one of the greatest pleasures of

game shooting.

The pickers-up receive a little more

payment than the beaters for their

services, though it is hardly enough to

keep the dogs in food. But that is

unimportant. Seeing the dogs’ delight in

their task, and working with them as a

team is ample reward.

TRAINED DOGS
ENSURE THAT ALL
SHOT BIRDS ARE
RETRIEVED 

“nodeadbirdsareWasTed,noWoundedbirdsareLefTbehind.”
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TheeggCoMesfirsT

game birds live up to their name when

it comes to mating.  To produce eggs

a cock bird and up to eight hens will be

placed in a breeding pen.  This must be

large enough to provide a roofed area to

protect birds from the weather and include

cover where the hen birds can escape the

demands of over-amorous cock birds. 

As the eggs are laid they will be

removed and placed in an incubator. When

laying ceases the birds are usually sold to

shoots, though  some may be  transferred

to large pens where they can live a natural

life until the next breeding season. Hens

are rarely kept for more than two seasons.

On the Continent a battery cage-type

system has been developed for producing

eggs. Only three or four game farms

(about 5% of UK producers) use this

method and recent legislation has set

welfare standards for wire cages.

BASC is working with other interested

organisations to ensure  acceptable

standards for egg production.

froMeggsToChiCks

fertile eggs are placed in batches in

incubators. When they hatch, the

chicks are moved to specially designed

brooder huts heated by gas or infra-red

lamps and provided ample food and water

for the birds healthy growth.

At about two weeks they have access to

pens with an outdoor run. This gives them

the freedom to grow naturally, although

there will usually be a covered area with a

heat source to ensure that they do not

suffer in bad weather.

Here the chicks will quickly grow and

become feathered so that at six weeks,

when they have become poults they will be

ready for introduction to the release pen.

EGGS IN AN INCUBATOR

A PHEASANT CHICK

1 A Question of Balance

There is an increasing trend

towards encouraging wild birds

on both partridge and pheasant

shoots. However, it is true to say that

driven shooting could not continue in

its present form without the rearing

and release of large numbers of game

birds.

Since some habitats can clearly

sustain more birds than others, it is

difficult to put a precise figure on the

limit to the number of birds which

should be released in a given area.

Research by the Game and Wildlife

Conservation Trust1 shows that in

average circumstances

releasing 10-12

pheasants per

acre will cause

no problems and in optimum habitats

it might be more. However the golden

rule, firmly stated in the Code of Good

Shooting Practice, is that the number

of birds stocked should never

compromise their welfare or damage

the environment and other wildlife.

While a large shoot might release

ten thousand birds or more, the typical

DIY syndicate would release several

hundred. However the techniques for

rearing are fundamentally the same.

Only the scale varies.

In the past gamekeepers would

catch up hen pheasants at the end of

the shooting season to produce eggs

which then would be incubated, often

under broody hens, and the chicks

reared on the estate. Today a few

shoots buy in eggs to hatch and raise

themselves and a few buy in chicks,

but the majority buy poults

– that is six-week old

birds which are

ready to be

introduced to a

natural

environment by

way of a

release pen.

REARING AND
RELEASING BIRDS
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INTRODUCTION
TO THE WILD

A GAMEKEEPER
TOPPING UP FEED.

A RELEASE PEN FOR
PHEASANTS.

PHEASANT POULTS
FEEDING AT SPECIALLY
ERECTED HOPPERS.

“bYTheTiMeshooTingbeginsThebirdsWiLLbefuLLYfeaThered,
fLYingsTrongLYandThoroughLYaCCLiMaTisedToTheirWiLdexisTenCe.”

at six weeks old the poults will ‘go

to the wood.’ They will be taken by

the shoots to release pens where

the process of introducing them to life in

the wild begins.

Release pens are sited in woodland, or

among cover crops, and as the name

suggests are large enclosures surrounded

by a high mesh fence. Smaller pens may

have a netting cover, but generally they

are open-topped. They should provide

about 12  square yards per bird.

These pens, which contain trees and

shrubs will provide ample shelter and food

for the birds. Once they have become

accustomed to the pen, ‘pop holes’ will be

opened – small holes in the fence which

allow the pheasants to wander out and

explore the wood around them but return

freely to the safety of the pen. 

By providing ample food and shelter the

birds  accept the pen as their home base

from which they forage and to which they

return to roost in the evening.

The pop holes and open top allow the

birds easy access and the pen will be

protected by a low electric wire, to deter

foxes, and tunnel traps to stop small

ground predators such as stoats and

weasels getting in. All birds of prey are

protected, but keepers routinely use non-

lethal deterrents, which include flapping

plastic bags, strips of tin foil or old CDs

hung from branches.

As the birds grow bolder they will forage

farther from the pen.  Feeders containing

corn will be strategically placed around

the shoot to prevent the birds from

straying too far but the birds will be

encouraged to seek food in the woods

from which they will be flushed in the

shooting season.

However in the evening the keeper will

scatter corn around the pen and whistle to

the birds to bring them back safely to their

roost. 

By the time shooting begins the birds

will be fully feathered, flying strongly and

thoroughly acclimatised to their wild

existence.

froMfieLdToTabLe

at the end of a shoot each person

involved will automatically be given a

brace (pair) of birds. They may also be

given any more birds that they would like,

or buy them at a very modest cost.

Small shoots will generally distribute all

the birds among shoot members and give

some away to friends or landowners.

Larger shoots may sell their surplus birds

to a game dealer or directly to local people. 

Because it is raised in the wild, without

any drugs or chemicals, game meat is lean,

healthy and above all, delicious.  What few

people realise is that game is also

extraordinarily cheap. Many shoots will sell

oven-ready pheasants for as little as £5 a

brace.

In fact about 80% of the game shot in

the UK is exported to the continent, but

thanks to the advocacy of celebrity chefs,

better marketing and increasing use of

farmers’ markets, more and more people

are buying freshly shot game.  Since the

launch of BASC’s Taste of Game initiative,

the sales of game doubled between 2004

and 2006. Sales for game meat such as

venison, pheasant and grouse soared 46%

during that time to reach £57 million by the

end of 2006. The increase in sales of

everyday red meat and poultry grew by

only 5% in comparison.

The popularity of game shows no sign of

abating and according to Mintel sales were

set to rise by a further 47% to hit over £84

million by 2011. 

The growth in the popularity of game

meat has been further enhanced with the

change in the game laws in 2006 that

allows game meat to be sold year round as

long as it has been legally shot. 
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CoversTorY

akey component of successful

shoot management is providing

an attractive habitat for game

birds.  They need food and shelter.

While the natural features of the land

and those which are nurtured by man –

the woodland and hedgerows – form

the basis of a shoot there is one other

vital ingredient – cover crops

Cover crops provide natural food and

shelter. They are usually planted along

the margin of woodland, in corners of

fields or to provide coverts from which

birds may be flushed over the Guns.

Typically these are small areas of less

than an acre and they will be dotted

around the shoot

Among the most common cover

crops are maize, sunflowers, canary

grass, kale, and quinoa, and cover

strips often contain a mixture of these

species.  They also provide rich feeding

for songbirds and particular mixes of

plants are now produced specifically to

benefit farmland birds. 

Research by the Game and Wildlife

Conservation Trust  has shown that

songbirds are 100 times more likely to

be found in game crops than nearby

arable land and 340 times more likely to

be found in game crops than nearby

grassland.

On 1,227 estates surveyed by the

GWCT the provision of game cover was

responsible for supporting an extra

17,000 farmland birds1.

MainTainingThe
baLanCe

in the wild life is brutal, bloody

and, very often, brief.

Predators are everywhere, day

and night.

The legal control of predators

is therefore essential to maintain

a successful shoot, and it forms

a central part of the game-

keeper’s role.

Although all birds of prey are

protected, gamekeepers have

on rare occasions been

prosecuted for illegally

persecuting them. This is

condemned by the whole

shooting community and against this

handful of offences should be set the

huge benefits to conservation which

gamekeepers provide.

Not least among this is the control of

crows, which systematically rob song

birds nests of eggs and chicks. Ground-

nesting birds, such as lapwings and

skylarks, whose numbers have declined

dramatically in recent years, also benefit

from the control of ground predators such

as foxes and stoats. 

Crows, which are listed as a pest

species, may be shot by game managers

throughout the year and are also caught

in large cage traps and then humanely

destroyed. This is permitted by a general

licence that is issued by the government

each year and allows certain bird pests to

be controlled for particular purposes,

such as the protection of wildlife.

Small predatory mammals, such as

weasels and mink can be caught and

instantly killed in humane spring-traps.

Foxes may be shot or snared. All trapping

and snaring is subject to strict legal

requirements and recognised codes of

practice.

A TUNNEL TRAP FOR
CONTROLLING SMALL
PREDATORS SUCH AS

STOATS AND RATS

SUNFLOWERS ARE
AN ATTRACTIVE
COVER CROP TO
SONGBIRDS AS
WELL AS GAME
BIRDS.

1 GCT Review of 2003 pp22-23

COVER CROPS AND

PEST CONTROL
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sporting shooting can only continue if

quarry species are conserved – go

beyond the limit and there is nothing

left to shoot - so Britain’s one million

shooters cannot help but comprise a

huge, unpaid army of conservationists. 

While purely conservation organisations

are severely limited to the area of land

they can control, Britain’s gamekeepers

manage an area the size of Scotland.

Through their day-to-day

activities they have an intimate knowledge

of the land, close ties with other

stakeholders, such as farmers, and a

vested interest in its long-term welfare.

Woods, hedges and wetland managed

for game provide vital habitat for many

other species and the RSPB and GWCT

recently reported that declining species

such as skylark, corn bunting and lapwing

are five times more abundant on land that

is managed for shooting than elsewhere.

The GWCT’s own project farm at

Loddington, Leicestershire, has seen a

457% increase in song thrushes, just one

of several nationally declining species that

are breeding highly successfully there.

There are many steps which shoot

managers can take to improve the

richness of wildlife and most of these

involve nothing more than the usual shoot

maintenance

One of the most important measures is

planting game cover. These strips of

plants, such as quinoa and kale, are

intended to provide food and shelter for

game birds but many other species

benefit. Now special mixes of seeds are

being developed so that other wildlife will

gain the maximum advantage. 

Sample comparison of butterfly

numbers on pheasant rides and

woodland edges on pheasant

shooting estate in Dorset.

THE SONG THRUSH -
ONE OF MANY
SONGBIRDS TO
HAVE BENEFITED
FROM SHOOT
MANAGEMENT.

SHOOTING MEANS KILLING

THINGS – SO HOW DOES THAT

COUNT AS CONSERVATION?

  SPECIES PHEASANT WOODLAND 

RIDE EDGE

Small white 52 12

Speckled wood 15 4

Hedge brown 33 4

Ringlet 35 29

Silver washed fritillary 30 2

White admiral 4 0

“iaMConvinCedThaT,buTforThePheasanT,aLL
ThisbeauTifuLCounTrYsideandeverYThingiT
ConTains,ThefLoWers,TheWiLdLifeandThe

songbirdsWouLdhavedisaPPearedLongago.”

There are an estimated one million

shooters in the UK. This is a

massive, unpaid resource working

constantly to improve our

countryside

g Shooters spend an estimated £250

million a year on conservation work – five

times the annual income of the RSPB

g Shooting provides the equivalent of

12,000 full-time conservation workers

g Gamekeepers are directly involved in

the control of 18 million acres, and half of

them manage areas which include a Site

of Special Scientific Interest or land

designated for its landscape value

g Woodland thinned for pheasants can

contain four times more species and ten

times the number of individual butterflies

than unmanaged areas

g 61% of new woodland in Britain is

planted for shooting purposes.

g New woodland planting occurs on 68%

of holdings where pheasants are released

compared with 19% of holdings that are

not managed for shooting

g Heather moorland – one of the most

threatened habitats in Europe – is only

sustained on a large scale through

shooting revenues. Grouse moors

typically support 33 different species of

birds compared with only 15 species on

pockets of unmanaged moorland. 

Prof. David Bellamy, President of The Conservation Foundation and
President of the Wildlife Trusts Partnership and British Naturalists’ Association.



The British Association for

Shooting and Conservation has

statements of common interest with

the UK’s statutory conservation

agencies. We have also worked

extensively with voluntary

conservation organisations, including

the RSPB and county wildlife trusts.

In Cheshire, North Wales and

Somerset we have full-time

conservation officers working with,

and jointly funded by, government

conservation organisations such as

Natural England and the Environment

Agency.  

The involvement of game shoots with

local biodiversity action plans has had a

dramatic effect on conservation work – in

Somerset in just two years it has resulted

in the planting of 4,000 trees, planting or

renovation of 8.5 km of hedgerow and

creation of 129 km of grass-strip field

margins.

TheroadTorio

The shooting community plays a

major role in helping the

government achieve the

biodiversity targets which it agreed at the

Rio ‘Earth Summit.’ 

BASC has produced Green Shoots, a

biodiversity action plan which focuses the

efforts of shoot managers throughout

Britain on target species and habitats

which are listed in the UK Biodiversity

Action Plan. Heather moorland is

managed for grouse; hedgerows, arable

field margins and woodland are managed

for pheasant and partridge; inland ponds,

reedbeds, wet grassland and saltmarsh

are managed for duck and geese; native

woodland and upland heath are managed

for deer.

The importance of this

has been recognised by

government, and Green

Shoots featured in

Defra’s biodiversity

study for England –

Working With the Grain

of Nature

shoots not only provide

natural habitat for wildlife

but many encourage scarce

species by providing barn owl

nest boxes and bat roosting

boxes.

benefiTing
oTher
WiLdLife

“shooTerssPendanesTiMaTed£250
MiLLionaYearonConservaTionWork”

BASC AND

CONSERVATION
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The latest independent survey1

showed that shooting pumps more

than £1.6 billion into the rural

economy each year and supports more

than 70,000 full-time jobs.  

As the countryside undergoes a major

structural economic adjustment away

from agriculture, shooting provides a

source of income that runs with the grain

of the rural community. An added bonus is

the social quality of the shoot which

brings together both local people of all

backgrounds and visitors, and provides a

focus in dispersed communities where

opportunities for social interaction are

rare.

According to the Sunday Times game

shooting has overtaken golf as the most

popular recreation of the business

community.

Much of the expenditure is in the less

populated parts of Britain where there are

few opportunities to diversify and incomes

are low. And shooting is not a centralised

industry. It consists of many small

businesses,

such as gunsmiths, game farms and

agricultural suppliers, scattered

throughout the countryside, helping to

maintain a thriving local community

When foot and mouth disease hit

Northumberland a local council estimated

that cancelled grouse shooting cost the

area £11/2 million. In some moorland

areas of Scotland up to 90% of gross

income is generated by shooting rents.

Many overseas visitors come to Britain

to enjoy driven game shooting – 23% of

all the people who shoot in Scotland

come from abroad – making a significant

contribution to our foreign earnings.

The importance of shooting for tourism

has been recognised in south-west

England where £1.6 million, including

European funding, has been devoted to a

project to bring more country sports

tourism to the region. The project is

managed by the British Association for

Shooting and Conservation.

1 Shooting Sports:
findings of an
economic and
environmental
survey by PACEC
2006

FLOW CHART SHOWING THE BENEFITS OF SHOOTING TO
THE RURAL ECONOMY.

DRIVING THE

RURAL ECONOMY

GAME DEALERS ARE OFTEN SUCCESSFUL
FAMILY BUSINESSES IN SMALL TOWNS .

rents
landowner

employment
gamekeeper

pickers-up beaters vet materials

equipment

seed services poults

chicks

feedstuffs rearing

equipment

hospitality
pubs, hotels,

restaurants

land management
local suppliers

& contractors

garages
Vehicle supply,

maintenance, fuel

stock
game farm

& supplies

shooting kit
gunsmiths,

outfitters

food
game dealers

& retail outlets

Shoot
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TRY A DELICIOUS DISH

Pheasant Curry

The key to this dish is using freshly

ground spices.  We use an old coffee

grinder that belonged to my mother. They

can be picked up in car boot sales for

next to nothing these days and are

incredibly useful.

4 Pheasant breasts, sliced lengthways

1 onion, chopped

½ tin Full Fat Coconut Milk

1 tbsp Tomato paste

1 tsp Coriander seeds

1 tsp Cumin seeds

½ Cinnamon stick

½ tsp Fennel seeds

½ tsp Dried chilli

1 tsp Turmeric

1 knob Fresh ginger

4 cloves Garlic

1 bunch Fresh Coriander

Rice to serve

First, put all the whole seeds into a dry

frying pan and roast over a high heat for a

minute until the smell becomes pungent.

Do NOT walk away or they will burn and

keep tossing them around the pan.

Put all the spices into the coffee grinder

and grind to a fine powder.  Add the tomato

paste and a tsp of the cream from the top

of the coconut milk and whiz to a paste.

Fry the onion with the garlic and grated

ginger in a touch of sunflower oil until soft

then add the pheasant breasts.  Once

coloured, stir in the curry paste and cook

out for a minute or two, then pour in the

rest of the coconut milk.  Cook for a few

more minutes so that the pheasant is fully

cooked, then season and sprinkle liberally

with roughly chopped coriander.  

game is both healthy

and tasty and there is

a wealth of traditional

and modern recipes

available. The one shown

opposite is taken from the

television duo of Clarissa

Dickson Wright and Johnny

Scott’s book the Game

Cookbook, published by Kyle

Cathie Limited. The book

contains a veritable feast of

recipes as well as tips and

advice on the history and

preparation of game. It also

contains a county by county

list of game dealers and

meat suppliers.



GAME SHOOTING

IN THE UK

FACTS

n More people participate in shooting sports than in rugby, hockey or athletics

n A third of the UK land mass is managed for shooting

n 70,000 jobs are dependent on shooting sports

n Woodland managed for shooting has four times as many species of butterflies and 

three times as many species of plants as unmanaged woods

n Declining species such as skylark, lapwing and corn bunting are five times more

abundant on land managed for shooting than elsewhere

n New tree planting occurs on 68% of holdings where pheasants are released

For information on any of the issues

raised in this booklet, or any other

aspect of shooting sports contact:

The British Association for

Shooting and Conservation,

Marford Mill,

Rossett,

Wrexham LL12 0HL

01244 57300

e-mail: enq@basc.org.uk

website: www.basc.org.uk

The British Association for Shooting & Conservation


